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MD 2008 Most farmers use 
tractorstractorstractorstractors to help them 
with their work. They 
are useful for lots of 
jobs.
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In these pictures it’s 
feeding time for the sheep 
and the sheepdogs are 
having a lift!
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Tractors have 
big strong 
wheels and 
thick tyres that 
stop them from 
getting stuck in 
soft ground.

Tractor tracks 
in the mud.Sa
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Farmers use tractors for jobs such as making hayhayhayhay
or gathering cropscropscropscrops. Tractors can pull very heavy 
loads.

This tractor 
is pulling a 
trailer that 
is collecting 
freshly 
mown 
grass. Sa
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This tractor is 
moving the mown 
grass so that it 
can be made into 
balesbalesbalesbales.

The trailertrailertrailertrailer tips up and 
the grass is tipped out 
into a pile.
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This big tractor is pulling a small balerbalerbalerbaler. 
Do you know what a baler is used for?Do you know what a baler is used for?Do you know what a baler is used for?Do you know what a baler is used for?
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A baler makes balesbalesbalesbales. These 
bales were made with freshfreshfreshfresh

grassgrassgrassgrass and they are 
waiting to be turned
into silagesilagesilagesilage. 

These bales were 
made of dried grassdried grassdried grassdried grass
and now they are 
hay baleshay baleshay baleshay bales.
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This machine is fitted onto the back of the tractor. 
It’s wrapping polythenepolythenepolythenepolythene round the bales. The 
yellow part spins and turns around so that the 
wrapping goes round the bale.
Can you remember Can you remember Can you remember Can you remember 
why bales are why bales are why bales are why bales are 
wrapped inwrapped inwrapped inwrapped in
polythene?polythene?polythene?polythene?
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The silage will be used to feed the cows in the 
winter when they can’t go out into the fields.

The bales are wrapped tightly in polythene so that 
no air can get inside. Then the grass warms up 
and turns into silage.
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